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GUARINI’S IL PASTOR FIDO IN GERMANY:
AILFJGORICAL AND FIGURAL ASPECTS

di JUDm—I POPOVICH AIKIN

Giambattista Guarini’s pastoral tragicomedy, Il Pastor fido,

aroused perhaps more pan—Eurovpean attention in the late sixteenth
century and the entire seventeennh century than any other single
drama of the times. Its first thirteen years produced at least
twenty Italian editions, and before the end of the seventeenth
century it elicited no fewer than five German translations, two
into English, and several each into French and Spanish, in addi-

tion to translations into several Italian dialects and into almost
every other European language and Latin. Among the translators
of the drama or of selections from it were numbered some of the
foremost literary figures of the day: Calderon, Fanshawe, Lohen-
stein, Paul Fleming, and Hofmann von Hofmannswaldau. It was
a study of Der getreue Schäfer by the latter German poet which
has prompted this exploration of a possible reason for the over—
whelming popularity of a work considered by many modem cri—
tics inferior to such contemporary pastoral mastetpieces as Tasso’s

Aminta and Shakespeare’s AJ You Like It. This study Will stress
the German literary environment of the seventeenth century
which produced a new translation each generation, and Will use
the text of the Hofmannswaldau translation; the Italian text Will
appear in the notes.

The plot of the Pastor fido is & complex one. The Arcadians
suffer under a divine curse, due to the unfaithful behavior of
a nymph generations before. An oracle’s riddle gives them hope,
however, that a marriage of the nymph Amarillis and Silvio, son
of the High Priest Montana, will fulfill the prerequisites of the
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prophecy, and free Arcadia from its plight. But Nature inter-
feres With the best efforts of the parents to artange the marriage:
the chaste Silvio loves none but his hunting dogs, and & stranger
to Arcadia, Mirtillo (actually Montano’s first—born son, thought
killed when swept away by a flood in his infancy), has fallen
hopelessly in love With Amarillîs, who secretly loves him in re-
turn. Through the intrigues of Corisca, the pair is discovered
together in a cave, with the result that Amarillis is condemned to
be sacrificed. Mirtillo, however, volunteers to che in her stead,
and he in turn is saved When his adoptive father appears, to
reveal Mirtillo’s true identity as son of the High Priest. The

blind seer Tirenio explicates the fulfillment of the oracle in Mir-
tillo’s faithful love for Amarillìs, and the drama closes with their

marriage. In the subplot, Silvio’s chaste demeanor is finally over-
come by fhe nymph Dorinda, whose faithful love for him had

nearly resulted in her death.

The first of three studies by Germanists of the Pastor fido
translations was written by Leonardo Olschki in 1908 '. This

work concentrated on a {actual account of each, and provided a
critical commentary on Stylistic success which was flawed by the
…ti—(Baroque bias of the times. Olschki’s work has recently been
superseded by two excellent studies, one an article and the other

of book length, on the four major German translations. Elida
Maria SzarotaZ bases her discussions of the translations on an
analysis of Guarini’s intentions and on German response to the
work. Unlike recent Itahanists, she considers Guarini’s primary
intent to be the production of pleasure in the viewer: « Für Gua-
rini ist also die Dichtung Spiel, reines Vergnügen » (p. 305).

Its purpose is to eliminate « mestizia » (melancholy), not to teach

moral or religicus tmths or to provide good examples. Its pop—
ularity she attrirbutes to the similarity of the plot to the courtly

‘ L. OLSCHKI, G.B. Guarini: « Pasta! Fido » in Deulxcbland : Ein Beitrag zur
Lilemturgescbicble des 17. and 18. Jahrhunderts, Leipzig 1908.

2 EM. SZARDTA, Deutsche «Pastor-Fida »Ùberxelzungen und europäische Tra-
dition, in Europäische Tradition und deutscher Uteraturbaroc/e, Inlemaliwmle Bei—
träge zum Problem van Überlieferung und Umgestaltung, Bem/München 1973,
pp. 305—327.   
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novel Which Was immensely popular in German—langua—ge areas
at the time.

Although Szarota does not attempt a detailed interpretation
of the drama, she does briefly speculate on possible meanings in
Guarini’s original. She stresses the related « Sein-Schein Proble-
matik» and « Erkenntnis » themes, but also sees veiled social

criticism against planned matriages and the tyranny of religion.

Her discussion of the individual translations exhibits the recent
positive approach to seventeenth—century Stylistic fashions, and
she, unlike Olschki (who considered Hofmannswaldau’s transla—

tion to be « von der geistlosen, pedantischen Art », p. 67), con-

siders Der getreue Schäfer a mature masterpiece which success—
fully reproduces the madrigal rhythms of the original, while other-
wise conforming to the gracious mannered style of Hofmanns-
Waldau’s finest poetry.

Apparently unknown to Szarota, there had appeared the
year before an outstanding full—length study of the translations
by Alba Schwarz’. Better versed in the standard studies of pas-
toral poetry and in the approaches of recent Italianists to Gua-
rini, her study provides some important insights. Schwarz recog-
nizes that beneath the veil of Fatum Divine Providence manipu-
lates human actions for its own arcane ends (p. 28). She moves

in the direction of 3 Christian allegorical interpretation when she
defines spiritual love as the central theme of the work: « Liebe
ist also nie bloß eine nur auf Irdisches konzentrierte Macht, son—

dem immer Abbild einer höheren Gewalt » (p. 24). Although

Schwarz does not attempt an allegorization of the entire work,
she recognizes that Christian ideas, not pagan ones, are funda-
mental. She directly attacks the assumption of lasciviousness and
amorality attributed by many scholars to the Pastor fido: « Hier
ist nicht mehr die Rede von heidnischem Lebensgenuß, sondern
christliche Heilserwartung läßt den gläubigen Menschen auch in

3 A. SCHWARZ, ‘Der lentxcb—redende Irene Scbä/er'; Guarim'x ‘Paslor Fidn’
und die Überxelztmgen van Eìlger Mannlicb 1619, Stati… Ackermann 1636, Hof—
mann von Hafmannxwaldau 1652, Assmann van Ab::balz 1672, Bern/Frankfurt
1972. (Europäische Hochschulschriften, Reihe 1: Deutsche Literatur und Germani-
sük, n. 49).       
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schwierigen Situationen auf göttlichen Beistand vertrauen »
(p. 27).

Several other important interpretative ideas are raised in
Schwarz’s study. Her discussion of the inversions Guarini con-
sciously made of Tasso’s earlier pastoral drama is excellent, far

surpassing the tentative efiforts previously made to relate the two
works (pp. 26-28). As Schwarz has shown, these inversions con—
stitute & scathing criticism against the amorality of the earlier
work, and clearly indicate Guarini’s own moral viewpoint
(pp. 28-29). Schwarz has also provided a skillful analysis of the
function of the sub-plot of Silvio and Dorìnda (cheerful contrast
to the potentially tragic situation of the main story line). She,
alone among the Pastor fido’s interpreters, has recognized the
distinction between the illicit and incomplete first kiss Which
Mirtillo snatches from the unknowing Amarillis, and the fulfilled
and sanctified kiss Which seals their marriage (p. 39),

Like Szarota, Schwarz points out the theme of discrepancy
between appearances and reality, but also provides concrete ex—
amples. She contrasts the scenes of seeming triumph for Silvio
and Corisca With the scenes of seeming nadir for Amarillis and
Mirtillo {p. 34). But contrary to Szarota’s idea that, as in
Oedipux, human beings come to recognize their previous errors
and blindness by their own efforts, Schwarz shows that man can

be freed of his blindness in Guarini’s drama only With Divine
Aid '(p. 36).

After & brief analysis of the essential characteristics of Gua-
rini’s style (she describes it as « eine Kette von köstlichen Madri—
galen », and recognizes in Guarini’s deceptive simplicity of ex-
pression a high form of verbal acuity), Schwarz then discusses

the four German translations according to the success in accom-
plishing their intentions and according to the stage of develop—
ment of the German literary language which they represent. Thus
Schwarz’s study is not merely an account of the Pastor fida’s
acceptance in Germany and a criticism of the skill of four trans-
lators, but is also a vivid discussion of the rapìdly developing
German language as & vehicle for literary expression during the
important formative years of modem German literature. Her
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stylistic discussion of the translation of Hofmann von Hofmanns-
waldau (pp. 157-205) should be considered definitive.

Until very recently scholars of Guarini and of pastoral liter-
ature have stressed « diletto » as the purpose of the Pastor fido,
term'mg the work escapist « sentimental sensualism » ‘, and have
posited an amorality and lack of true religious sentiment 5.
Tonelli in 1924é used religious similes for events in the Paxior
fido (the Sacrifice reminds him of Abraham and Isaac, as well as

of Iphigenia, p. 82; the idylh'c life of Arcadia has been ruined
«come peccato », p. 87), and vaguely claimed that the drama

formed part of the « Reazione cattolica » (p. 87). His ultimate

interpretation has an eighteenth—cenmry ring to it, however: the
outcome indicates « trionfo dell’umanità » (p. 82). In 1957 Mat—

teo Cerini 7 offered a metal interpretation of the work, and proved

that virtue, not amoral sensuality, is ultimately Victorious. Other

serious attempts at interpretation begin to appear at about the

same time: Nicolas Perella8 elucidates the blindness theme, re-

vealing that instinct, not reason, is the true organ of recognition

of the « foreordaiued and benign ends » of Fate. Louise Clubb,

in a review of 1965 ’, skill—fully shows that nature, not art, is the

key to the mysteries of Fate in the Pastor fido, and postulates

that at the end of the drama an accord is created among the con-

flicting forces: law, fate, nature, and reason.

Early scholars largely ignore the possibility of Christian im-
plications in the Pastor fido, and Nicolas Parella in his disserta-

‘ W. WILSON GREG, Parlami Poetry «ml Pastore] Drama, London 1906, p. 202.
5 F. DE, SANCTIS, History of Italian Literature, trans. ]. Rayman, New York

1931, vol. …Il, p. 677; F. ULIVI, La Poetica del Guarini e il «Pastor fido »,
in «Humanitas », 6 (1951), p. 97; D. PETRINI, Guarini e il «Pasta! fida », in
Dal Barocco al Decadentixmo, Firenze 1957, vol. I, p. 46.

" L. TONELLI, Il team) italiano dalle on'gini ai giorni nostri, Milano 1924.
" M. CERM, L‘ombra di un capolavoro: Il «Pastor fida» del Guarini, in

« letterature moderne », 7 (1.957), pp. 457-471.
3 N.]. PERELLA, Fate, Blindnex; and Illusion in tbe «Paytar Fida », in « The

Romantic Review », 49 (1958), pp. 252-268.
9 L.G. CLUEB, The Moralixt in Arcadia: England and Italy, in «Romance

Philology », 19 (1965), pp. 340-352. Her arguments appear in the context of a
review of a book by EW. TAYLER, Nature {md Art in Renaimmce Lilerature,
New York/London 1964.  
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tion of 1957 "’ is thus the first to raise the question directly. He
concludes, however, that sixteenth—century protestations of alle-
gorica] intent are mere excuses for sensualism, or even iokes
(p. viii), and announces that moralistic Ot allegorical defenses of
sensual works (like Tasso’s allegory for the Gerusalemme Liberata
and Guarini’s « il senso morale » for the Pastor fido) are always
hypocritical (p. xxvii). His later explorations into Christian alle»
gorical significances of the kiss " do not change his stand on Gua—
rini’s work, and he continues to defend his stand in his book on

Guarini of 1973: << the play’s mood, its climate of sentimentally

enervating luxuriousness, and many episodes simply cannot be
easily accommodated to such an interpretation » ". Louise Clubb’s
review referred to above follows Perella in stating that the Pastor

fido was not an allegorical drama, but it states the opinion that

« Guarini [...] makes the pastoral resonate with Christian allu-
sions » (p. 344). Due to the Christian content imposed on the
pastoral by medieval authors, she says, « the Renaissance inher-
ited the kind of pastoral in Which Arcadia is a metaphor for
Eden » (p. 342). The « fall » of this Eden is « the original sin
of infidelity » (p. 350), and under t-he guise of Fate Iurks Divine
Providence (p. 352). This latter idea forms the basis of a new
interpretation by Norbert ]onard", Who sees the theme of the
Paxtar fido ìn the ultimate benevolence of Divine Providence,

despite man’s blindness and inadeguate attempts to utilize his
reason: « le destin [...] n’est qu’une forme déguisée de la Provi-

dence qui ne rabaisse l’homme que pour mieux le relever. La Pro-
vidence est le gouvernement d’un Dieu qui est tout amour pour
ses cre’atures, un Dieu qui est d’abord et avant tout un Rédemp-

teur » (p. 7). Louise Clubb continues to elucidate this view in

“' N.]. PERELLA, The «Pastor Fida» and Baroque Sensibilty, Diss., Harvard
1957.

" N.]… PERELLA, The Kin Sacred and Profane: An interpretative History o}
Kiss Symbalixm and Related Religio—Eratic Theme:, Berkeley/Ios Angeles 1969.

‘2 N.]. PERELLA, The Critical Fortune af Battista Guarini’s « Il Pastor Fido »,
Firenze 1973, p. 28. (Biblioteca dell"Archivium Romanicum’, serie I, Storia-Ictte—
ratura-Paleogmfia, 11. 1.17)_

13 N. forum), Le bamquixme du «Pastor Fido », in « Studi secenteschi », 10
(1969), pp. 3—18.  
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several recent articles“. Arthur Kirsch in his recent book on
]acobean drama “" pointed out that Guarìni’s use of the Oedipus-
plot is an inversion of its source. As in Oedz‘pus, human beings
are helpless to prevent (or promote) prophesied events because
of their blindness to divine purposes. But unlike the resultant
outcome of that drama, the protagonists of Guarìnì’s play are
provided with a happy ending through the benevolence of a Chris—
tian Providence.

Perella’s most recent article on the Pastor fido ‘5 explores a
new direction for possible Christian interpretations of thework,
and thus provides a correction for his earlier studies. In defining
the nature of the ideal hero in the Counter-Reformation period,
he comes to the conclusion that Mirtillo’s heroism is modeled
upon that of Christ himself (pp. 698—99). The result is an alle-
gorica] or figura! interpretation; «There is, surely, a striking
similatity between the Christian event and the kernel of the story
in Guarìni’s play » (p. 699). He notes particularly the « original
sin » which has destroyed Arcadia’s Golden Age, the redeeming
value of Mirtillo’s self—sacrifice for the entire community, and
the similarity of the rejoicing at the end of the play to Christian
Easter. Although Perella avoids the terms « allegorical » or << fig-
ural », preferring to call the analogy « a conscious parallel »
(p. 700), his summary of the relationship between the plot of
the Pastor fido and Christ’s story follows the methodology of
Christian allegorization: «The Arcadian community is in the
same relation to Mirtillo and his heroic gesture that mankind is
in relation to Christ. The messianic Mirtillo is the “faithful shep-

herd’ of the play’s title, and he will, according to the high—priest
(high—priestl), be forever alive as the exemplar of true faithful-
ness. The very phrase, when coupled with the events that give
it its specific meaning, brings Christ to mind. For it is Christ

1‘ LG, CLUEB, La mimexi della realtà invisibile nel dramma pastorale ilaliano
e inglese del lardo Rinascimento, in « Misure Critiche », 4 (1974), fasc. 6—9, p. 65
ff.; and Tbe Making of tbe Pasloral Play: Italian Experiments between 1573 and
1590, in Petrarcb to Pirandello: Studie: in Italian Lileramre in Honor af Beatrice
Carrigan, ed. MouN/um, Toronto 1973, p. 61 ff.

“‘ A.C. Kmscu, ]acobean Dramatic Perspectives, Charlottesvine Va. 1972,
pp. 10-12.

15 N.]. PERELLA, Hemi: Virtue and Love in the «Parlar Fida », in « Am" deL   
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who is the Pastor fido and scapegoat par excellence, the supreme
model of true love and true faith » (p. 700).

The present study, evolved independently from that of Pe-
rella, and based instead on the German literary climate of the
mid—seventeennh century, Will offer strong support for Perella’s
view, as for that of ]onard, Clubb, and others concerning the

presence of a Christian Providence in the work ". Extended fig-
ural interpretation of several scenes will provide additional proof

of the existence of 3 Christian significance beneath the cloak of
poetic fiction.

There are several standard indicators that an allegorical sig-

nificance may exist in a literary work, and they are here briefly
delineated. Allegorical literature (particularly drama) of the Re-
naissance centuries generally offers a primary clue to its signifi-

cance in the title, either through a single transparently allegorical

designation (eg. Psyche, Androfilo), or ìn the emblematic title ”

often used in the seventeenth century Which names both the lit-
eral and the allegorical plot (eg. Pieta: Victrix, Jive: Flavia: Con-
stantinus Magnus De Maxentio Tyramzo Victor). The allegory

can readily be applied to a distfllation of the plot in an allegorica]
work “, and these distilled plots seem to regularly follow certain

standard formulas or typologies common to Christian views of hist—
ory and of the nature of man. Some major typologies of allegorical
drama are ‘EdemSin-Salvation’; the ‘Old Testament redeemed by, or
converted to, the New Testament’; ‘Imitatio Christi’; and the
prefiguration of Christian ‘personages and events by pagan ones.

In addition, specific biblical typologies are often sprinkled in the

I'leimla Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti », 132 (1973-4), pp. 653-706.
”’ Both Louise Club|: and Nicolas Perella genenmsly offered their time and

expertise for & preliminary reading of this manuscript, and their suggestions and
encouragement have provided necessary impetus for the completation of the study.
I gratefully acknowledge their contributions.

'7 The dual' ic titles of many seventeenthcentury dmmas were desaibed as
«emblematic» b A. SCHÖNE, Emblematik und Drama im Zeitalter de: Barack,
München 1964, p. 191 ff.

‘“ As has been successfully done by A. SCHÖNE in his Pnstfigurale Gestaltung
and by G. KAISER in his Leo Armenius. Das Weibnacbtsdrarnu des Andrea: Gry-
phius, both of which are published in Die Dramen de: Andreas Grypbius: Eine
Sammlung von Einzelinterpretationen, ed. G. KAISER, Stuttgart 1968.
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plot as minor or major motifs, all contributing to the total cogni—
zance of the allegorical significance.

Such allegorical significance need not be applicable to every
detail in the work, nor need it conform to the point-of—view pur—
veyed by the literal story line. Instead, the relationship between
literal and allegorical significance can be described as a sort of
‘counterpoìnt’, a fugal form composed of inversions and paradoxes,
as in the standard Christian allegorizatìon of the Song of Songs.
Allegorical literature by definition states one thing while meaning
another, and in actual practice it is constituted of two or more
often antagonistic levels of meaning. Several recent scholars of
German Baroque literature have tried to show four-fold exege-
tical levels in such allegorical literature ", but their results have
been unconvincing. Rather than four specific levels in each work,
there seems to be a principle of multiple significances, which may
or may not correspond to the levels of four-fold exegesis.

The pastoral genre has a history of allegorical usage, as even
the definition in A Dictionary of Literary Terms indicates:
« Christian poets have sometimes fused the Gtaeco-Roman tradi-
tion with the Hebrew-Christian tradition of the shepherd as holy
man (cf. David, the shepherd who sang psalms, and Christ as the
Good Shepherd), thus enlarging the form » ”’. Walter W. Greg

in his Pastoral Poetry and Pastoral Drama relates that Petrarch
and Boccaccio both considered the pastoral ideal for allegoriza—
tion, since the pastoral cloak lent itself to allowing « its meanings
only partially appear », a goal of good allegory. Greg goes on to
discuss the medieval conception of God as « a shepherd of men »,

19 C. HESELHAUS, Grimrnelsbauxens « Der abenteuerliche Simplicinimus », in
Der dequc/Je Roman, ed. B. VON WIESE, Düsseldorf 1963, vol. I, pp. 1563;
M, FELDGES, Grimmelxbauxens «Landstärtzerin Courascbe »: Eine Interpretation
nad] der Methode des vinfacben Schrillxinnex, Bern 1969 (Basler Studien zur
deutschen Sprache und Literatur, n. 30). On the fourfold exegetical method, see
F. OHLY, Vom geistigen Sinn de: Worte; im Mitleialter, in «Zeitschrift für
deutsches Altertum und deutsche Literatur », 89 (1959), pp. 1-23; and H. CAPLAN,
The Four Sense: of Srriptuml Interpretation and the Medieval Theory al Preacbing,
in « Speculum ». 4 (1929), pp. 282%. On typological exegesis, see E. AUERBACH,
Figura, in his Scene: from Ihe Drama of European Literalure: Six E:.myx, New
York 1959; and F. OHLY, Synagoge und Ecclexia: Typologiscbes in miltelalterli»
ober Dicbmng‚ ìn ]udmlum im Mittelalter: Beilräge zum Cbristlicb-Iüdiscben GEA
spräcb, ed P. Wurz“, Berlin 1966, pp. 35069 (Miscellanea Mediaevalia, n. 4).

602" SàARNET, M. BERMAN, W. Enno, A Dictionary ol Literary Terms, Boston
19 : p. .   
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which tenders possible « a pastore] allegory that should embody
the dearest hopes and aspirations of the human heart » (pp. 21-
22). Although he is not particularly interested in such allegorical
pastorals, he a'lludes to pastorals in which the « poet tells a Chris-
tian fable ìn pagan guise » (p. 25), and mentions the first pastoral
Which «suffered violence from the tyranny of the religious idea »,
Severus Sanctus Endelechius’ Carmen bucalicum de virtute signi
crucis domini of the early fifth century (pp. 18-19). Most famous
of the admittedly allegorical pastorals is Boccaccio’s Ameta, in
Which the seven nymphs relating their amomus adventures repre-
sent the four cardinal and three religious virtues, and the hero
is cleansed of his unspirituai nature by What can only be termed
a baptismal rite. Greg refers to Boccaccio’s pastotal allegory as
a « preposterous mixture of pagan and Christian motives »
(p. 41), but admits that « the age that mysticized Virgil, and
moralized Ovid, was capable of much in the way of allegorica]
interpretation » (p. 42).

Guari-ni’s age, and indeed, the entire seventeenth century
after him, continued to mysticize Virgil and to moralize Ovid 21; it is

well within the realm of the possible, then, that an allegorica!
significance not unlike Boccaccio’s could be present in the Paxtor
fido. Several German poetical treatises of the seventeenth century
can provide the background from which the views of such trans.

2‘ A sampling of « moralized », or rather allegorized, editions of Ovid’s Mela-
morpbatex will demonstrate this point: P. Ouidii Nasanis... Metamalpbasis...,
trans. A. vou HALBERSTAT, ed. G. WICKRAM. allegorized by Inma-lws, Colmar
1545, and its five reprintings through 1631; P, Ovidii Nasoni:.„ Melamorpbaxes,
oder Verwandlung...‚ trans. and ed. ]… SPREN'G, Frankfurt/M. lfll; P… Om'dii
Metamorphosis seu fabulae..., ed. G. SABINUS, Frankfurt/M. 1593. S. VON BIRKEN’S
treatise on allegorical literature, Programma Posticamm, "m his Teulxcbv Rede» Bind-
und Dicbl-Klmxl/ Oder Kurze Anweisung zur Teutscben Poesy/ mit Geistlichen
Exempeln, Nürnberg 1679, p. 517 ff., uses the Ovid tale of ‘Apollo and Daphnis'
as his example, and proceeds to allegorize it in a manner entitely consistent with
the above mentioned «aflegodzed Ovid ». Countless others exist, although re-
maining almost entirely undiscussed and undescribed. Two articles on this material
do exist: K. STACKMANN, Die Auslegungen der Gerhard Laricbiu: zur «Metamor-
pboxen »-Narba'itbtung ]örg Wickmmx: Bexcbreibung einer deutschen Ovid—Kam—
mental: nur der Reformzeil, in «Zeitschrift für deutsche Philologie », 86 (1967),
Sonderheft. pp. 120160; and T. VERWEYEN, Dapbnex Metamorphose»: Zur Pur
blematile der Tradition mitlelalterlicber Denkfannen im 17. Jahrhundert um Bei-
:piel dex «Programma»: Paelicum» Sigmund van Birke)“, in Rezeption und Pro-
duktion zwischen 1570 and 1730: Feslscbrift für Günther Weydl zum 65. Geburts-
tag,}eldg.79W. RASCH, H. GEULEN, and K. HABERKAMM, Bem/München 1972,

pp— — .
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lators of the Pastor fido as Hofmann von Hofmannswaldau can

be derived. Sigmund von Birken in his Teutscbe Rede- Bind— und
Dicbt-szxt indicates that biblical models form standards for
every gerne of poetry; « Der Vorsatz in diesem Buch ist/ allemal
ein geistlìches Beispiel zu geben » ”. Thus, for example, the ac—
count of ‘Christ’s mtivity’ is the best model for a birthday song;
poems of sorrow ot mouming can best model themselves on the
‘lamentations of ]eremiah', or the ‘lament of due thtee Marys’
for the crudfied Christ; and the Psalms provide examples of

poetry of thanks. Secular subject matter undoubtedly attained
greater import when placed in such a relationship with the highest
subject matter. Georg Hatsdörffer has a similar instruction for the
writing of pastoral literature: « Die Betrachtungen der Geschöpfe
Gottes/ der Eitelkeit der Welt/ Todesgedanken und dess höfli-

schen Satyri Betrug/ das ist der beste Inhalt der Wider erneuerten
Hirtengedichte » ”.

It might be thought that such prescriptions for literature would
result in a work like Georg Mauritius’ Eine christliche Comoedia,
von dem iämmerlicben Fall und fröblicben Wiederbringung des
menschlichen Geschlechts, a Knittelver: drama of 1606 ". As the
title indicates, its plot is that of the ‘EdenAFallaSalvation’ typo—
logy mentioned above. At first the plot seems a simple drama-
tizatìon of the story of Adam and Eve, but personifications then
enter the action: Conscientia, ]ustitia, Misericordia. The voice of
the future Christ promises redemption from their fallen state. But
this bi'blicaI—allegotical drama does not fulfill the requirements of
the subtlet intentions of the mid and late seventeenth century,
The metaphor used by Harsdörffer in the above cited passage
provides a clue. Such a conception as « dess höllischen Satyri
Betrug » need only be extended to the rest of the pastoral events
to produce an allegory of temptation and salvation hidden beneath
a pastotal cloak. Birken, in discussing tragedy (or « Heldenspiel »,

21 S. VON BIRK‘EN, ap. cit., p. 201.
13 G. HAxsnöxn-‘u. Poeliscbzr Tricbler/ Die Teulst‘be Dicbt- und Reim-

lemtxt/ ohne Bebuf der Uleinischen Sprarbeß in VI. Stunden einzugiesxen, Nürn-
berg 1650, p. 10}.

2° G. MAUmms, Eine cbfixtlicbe Comoedia, van dem iiimmerlirben Fall und
fröhlichen Wiederbfingung dex menschlichen Gexcblecbl:‚ uu: der b. Bernbardo
genommen, Und in deutsche Vers: gebracht, Leipzig-1606.
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as he prefers to term it), mentions as exemplary a work he had
translated from the ]esuit play by Jakob Masen: Androfilo. « Die-
sen aber ist vorgegangen die Psycbe/ welche/ gleich dem vorigen
Schauspiel/ unter einem Gedichte/ von der Etschaffung/ Abfall
und Erlösung des Menschen handelt/ aber die Historie weiter und
bis zur letzten ]esus-Zukunft hinausfiihtet » (pp. 323—24). Birken’s
Psyche, performed in 1652 (the year Hofmannswaldau began his
translation of the Pastor fido) according to the title page, is indeed
an account of man’s creation in Eden. his fall, and his redemption,

but so subtly veiled beneath Arcadian names and pastoral com-
plications, that little more than this comment and the allegory-
revealìng prologue and choruses separate it from the content and
tone of the Pastor fido. The king and king’s son {Theagenesz
son of God) seek suitable tenants for their beautiful realm, and find
two shepherds, brother and sister (Psyche: the soul) to inhabit

and care for it. They are cautioned, however, against entering &
forbidden grove which is guarded by a death—dealîng dragon. Their
life in the earthly paradise is ìnterrupted and destroyed by the
ìntrigues of the king’s chief steward (Alastre: Lucifer) Who,

tempted by his mistress, rebels against the king in an attempt to
gain control of the realm for himself. Thrown out of the king’s
grace and presence, he decides to avenge himself by convincing the
king’s subjects to rebel as well. He tempts first the brother, then
Psyche, into the forbidden grove. There they are rescued from
mortal danger and forgiven by the king’s son, whose love for
Psyche transcends his high position in the hierarchy:

Vielleicht lass’ ich des Vatters Herrlichkeit/

Und komm zu dir in einem Schäferkleid. (p. 408%5

Ich werd/ Wie du: auf dass du werdst/ wie ich. (p. 408)

His heroic deed of killing the dragon earns him the title << Ein Hei-
land » (p. 457), and his words are as amphibolic as that designation:

Nun dürfen meine Wunden/

O Psyche/ heilen dich. (p. 455) 
75 S. VON Bram, Psyche: auf den Schauplatz gebracht in Nürnberg A. 1652,

]etzt/ aux dem Lalein/ in Teutxcbe Poexy uersetzet. The work is appended to
Birkm’s Teulscbe Rede— Bind— und Dicbt—Kunrt, cit., and continues the paginatian
of that work.
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He receives her as « Braut », but must return to his father. He

promises, however, to return again for her, and leaves her his
testament as a reminder for her to remain true until his return.
The final scene is Psyche’s apotheosis at the Second Coming of
her prince. Psyche, the human soul, has been redeemed from sin

by the overwhelming love God’s son beats for her.
Although Birken nowhere offers a one-for-one allegorization

of the work, his hints are more than sufficient. The prologue—
Speaker, Cupid, is chased away by Philanthropia, an angel:

Frecher Knab! was hast du hier zu schaffen?
Dir gebührt nicht/ dissorts umzugaffm/

wo von Gott/ und nicht von Götzen/ wird

Rede eingeführt. (p. 392)

Philanthropia continues her instructions:

Diese Psyche hier/ ist nicht die deine]

ist der wahren Gottes—Töchter eine/

stammt von Himmel] flammet Himmel-an.

Welch von diesem Plan!

Weich/ du Bub! es stellen nicht zusammen

Gottes Lieb und geile Wollustflammen.
Weiche! du gehörst in Himmel nicht/

bist nur ein Gedicht. (p. 393)

She finally reveals the core of the allegory:

Wer unsre Psyche sey/ darf keiner fragen mich:
Ein jeder hat sie selbstm seiner Brust bei sich (p. 393)

The choruses or « Zwischenv‘Lieder >> continue with such allegorioal
hints.

The importance of this drama to Sigmund von Birken’s
poetica] theory is manifest: he appends it to the Teutscbe Rede-
Bz'mi— und Dicbt-Kumt as his exemplary drama. Thus, we can
conclude, the ideal drama presents the three main stages of Heils.
gexcbicbte, the story of human salvation, under bhe veil of poetry.

It should be pointed out that Hofmannswaldau’s translation
of the Pastor fido (and those of Eilger Mannlich and Assmann von
Abschatz to an even greater extent, as Alba Schwan has shown)

uses a vocabulary more closely allied to Christian literature,
sermons, and liturgy than does Guarini’s original. ]uxtaposition of
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the Hofmannswaldau texts in this study with their Guarini origi-
nals in the notes demonstrates this distinction quite clearly. These
« Christianizations », When seen in the light of the poetical treatises
of Sigmund von Birken and Georg Harsd'drffer, and in the context
of such contemporary German dramas as Androfilo and Psyche,
are powerful evidence that in Germany, at least, 3 Christian al-
legorica} significance was applied to the Paxlor fido.

Guarini’s own comments open the possibility that the original
had such an intention as well. The ‘Ietzter «Hand’ edition of Il
Pastor fido, published in Venice in 1602 “, contains two explanatory
sections: the Annotaiioni (notes to each act and chorus), and the

Compendio di Poexia Tragicomim (a distillation of his literary
theory). The annotations to the last Chorus contain several pages
constituting a tropological interpretation: « il senso morale ».
Amarillis is « la felicità », 3 concept which he further defines as
« la virtù » (p. 487). Mirtillo achieves « felicità » because of his

fidelity: « è liberale, che dà la vita per salvar Amarilli; cioè per
acquistare felicità [. . .] col prezzo del suo sangue vuol soddisfa!
à gli .Iddij. Ecco l’rhuomo perfetto, figurato in Mirtillo [. . .] per-
fettissimo amante » (p. 488). It should be pointed out that « fe-
licità » can signify either earthly delight or heavenly blessedness:
that is, salvation. Thus Guatini’s tropological exegesis of his drama
provides clues to a possible allegorical significance.

The Compendio provides further clues to 3 Christian allegorical
significance. His definition of imitation, which differs from the
classical topos in ignoring nature, reveals an attitude similar to
that of Birken and ‘Harsdörffer: « Chi c‘insegna di favellare? l’imi-
tazione. Chi di ben vivere? l’imitazione. Come s’acquista l’umana
felicità? col farsi simile è Dio » (pp. 220-221). The implication is
that the imitation used by artists is related to that used in daily
life: the imitation of God. The instructions of Christ to his fol-
lowers come to mind: « If any man would come after me, let him

“ Il Pastor lido, Tragicommedia Paytorale, Del malta illustre Sig. Cavalliere
Battista Guarini… di curiose, & datte Annotationi arriccbilo.„ con un Compendio
di Poexia, Venezia, Giov. Battista Ciotti 1602. The nnnotatinns are quoted from
this edition; the Compendio, however, is cited from the edition edited by G. Blo-
GNouGo, Giambattista Guarini: Il Pastor fida e Il Compendia della Patria Tragi-
comim, Bari 1914. (Scrittori d'Italia, n. 61). The Italian texx of the drama may
also be found in this edition, although it is here quoted following the 1602 edition.
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deny himself and take up his cross and follow me » (Matthew
16:24) ”. Christ and the story of salvation, then, may be the

models fot imitation for the Pastor fido.

In defending the use of pastotal color, that is, shepherds
playing regal lovers, Guarini utilizes the very biblical examples
which formed the basis of the medieval and late medieval Christian
pastorals. He names Abraham, Isaac, and David as exemplary
royal shepherds, terming them « tanto grandi e celebrati patriarchi
e profeti del popolo ebreo, si cari a Dio [. . .] à quali la divina
previdenza e bontà concedette il dominio di Terrasanta e promise
del seme loro la salute del mondo [. . .] di nome e di vita veri
pastori » (p. 270). The climax of the defense is then reached:
« e quel che séguita, esaltando nella persona di Gesü Cristo nostro
signore e il nome e la professione di buon pastore » (p. 271).
Christ, then, is the ultimate example of a regal shepherd.

Perhaps the contemporary joke that women carried the Pastor
fido to Church like a missal (« per le chiese/ serve da uffiziolo »,
Salvator Rosa, Satira II ) “ was based on the analogy of its plot to
that of the most important events of the Scriptures — a sugar—
coated Bible, as it were, with an exceptionally thick, sweet crust.

Let us now turn to the Hofmannswaldau text of the Pastor
fido, and test the hypothesis that the play has e Christian allegorica]
significance similar to that of Birken’s Psyche. The title might be
able to aid such a view, if it conforms to either of the allegorica] title
formulas mentioned above. And indeed, it represents the simple:
of the two, the putely allegorica] title. Even to twentieth-Century
cars, the « pastor fido >> could easily be a reference to that
archetype of shepherds, « our Lord Jesus, the great shepherd of
the Sheep » (Hebrews, 13:20). Wolfgang Helmhard, Freiherr von
Hohberg, in his book of spiritual emblems based on the Psalms ”,
has included the emblem of the good Shepherd, « Tanto custode
Beamur » (Psalm XXIIJ). The explicatio, in a departute from the

17 This and all other biblica] quotations in this study are from The Oxford
Annolafed Bible, wit!) Apocrypba, Rt‘vited Standard Edition, ed. H.C. MAY and
BM. METZGER, New York 1965.

3” See 5 PASQUAZI, Battista Guarini, in Itttemtura Ilaliana: I Minori, Milano
1961”vol. HI, part 2‚p.1356

”.W HeLMHAnD, Fuma“ VON Humana, Luxl- und Argenevaarten des
königlichen Propheten Davids, Graz 1967. (Instmmentaria artium, n 8).
original work dates from 1675. I-t is unpaginated.
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psalm translation of the Luther Bible, uses the term « getreuer »,

undoubtedly already made famous from several German Pastor-
fidox 3° :

Wie wol Versorger sind die schäfflein wan sie treibet

ihr recht getreuer hirt auff gut-gesunde triefft!
Wie Seelig ist das herz, das Christ gnädig sdzreibet

in seinem schaflstall ein, und durch sein wort ihm ricfft.

Daniel Casper von Lohenstein’s Geistliche Gedanken include one
poem about the self-sacrifice of Christ couched in similar terms:

Doch Wil der Heyland nicht allein

Ein guter Hirte seyu/

Der fromme stärckt und Reue schaft bey Bösen.

Er ist zugleich das Lamb das der Welt Sünde trägt;

Auf dessen Hals der Herr die Sünde wirft und legt/
Weil doch ein Lamb die Schiffe sol erlösen.
Ein Lamb, das Hoher Priester ist/

Und selbst zum Opfer ist erkiest 3‘.

Like the Shepherd Mirtillo, the Good Shepherd was of the genus
of the High Priests, and became the sacrifical animal whose blood

was to cleanse the sins of the people. The actions of Mjrtillo’s
model and prefiguration within the play, the High Priest Amintas
who had loved the false nymph Lucrina, are described similarly
in Hofmannswaldau’s translation of the Pastor fida:

Er fällt ihr gens verblast auf die gebognen Knie/
Als Priester/ doch zugleich auch als das Opfer—Vieh 32. 33

Beyond the Christ-analogy in the title of the Pastor fido, there

exists in the vast network of the plot the formula of basic events
in the history of salvation also apparent in Die christliche Comoedia
and in Psyche. The Arcadia remembered by the prologue-speaking
river Alpheus is also mentioned in the Chorus of the fourth act as

3“ Ackermann’s translation was titled Der Getrcwe Hirle, Hofmannswaldau’s
Der Getreue Stbäfer.

31 D. CASPER VON LOHENSTEIN, Geistliche Gedancken iiber Jas LHI. Capite!
des Propheten Esnias, Breslau 1680, pp. 73—4.

32 C. HOFMANN VON HOFMANNSWALDAU, Der Genaue Schäfer, in his Deulxcbe
Übersetzungen und Gedichte, Mit bewilligung des Amerix, Breslau 1679, I.ii; p. 14.
The Italian from the 1602 lletzter Hand’ edition cited above reads:

[...] ed sangue in braccio a lei
Vittima, e Sacerdote in un caddy. (p. 23)
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a veritable Eden: « O Edel—göldne Zeit/ Da Milch die Speise
war » ”. Then love needed no law to keep it within the bounds of
the permitted, for it conformed naturally to what was correct:
« In Lust ohn alle Sünden » “. But that Arcadian paradise has been
sullied and changed, and because mankind can no longer manually
conform to What is right, a severe law is imposed to curb sinful
desires. Alpheus laments the lost Golden Age in the prologue, and
Carino, returning to Arcadia after a lengthy stay elsewhete, can
hardly recognize his native land, « So hat es sich verkehrt » (Vi) “.

The curse of Arcadia, « des Landes schwere Last » (Iii) 3°, affects

even the innocent, who, like the falsely condemned Amarillîs, are

« aller Schuld und Sünde frey » .(IV.v) 37.
This fallen state was caused by the perfidy of the nymph

Lucrìna to her lover Amintas, priest of Diana. She is condemned
to die for her deed at the hand of her priestly victim, but he, the
first faithful shepherd, kills himself instead of her. Diana’s revenge

for her falsely treated priest is to place a double course on the
land: a plague which can be prevented only by the yearly sacrifice
of a young girl, and the penalty of death for any nymph repeating
Lucrina’s crime. The wording of several passages makes the con-
nection to the action of Eve in eating the forbidden fruit:

Ach! Welche böse That/ hat diese doch begangen/

O Ursach unsrer Pein/

Die durch Betrug und Schein

Die Satzung reiner Brunst zu trüben angefangen! (I'I, final chorus)”

All womanhood is blamed for the falseness by the Satyr: « Du
listiges Geschlecht/ die Unthat fällt auf dich » (Lv) ”.

33 Ivi, p. 154. «Italian:
O bella Act?! de l’oro,
Quand’era cibo il latte. (p. 342)

3‘ Ivi, p. 155. Italian: « piaccia se lite» (p. 343).
35 Ivi, p. 162. Italian: «Che’nesse à pena i'riconosco Arcadia» (p. 359).
36 Ivi, p. 15. Italian: «Che u’offende» (p. ZS).
37 Ivi, p. 134… Italian: « innocente» (p. 286).
35 Ivi, p. 68. Italian:

Ah ben fu di colei grave l’errore,
(Cagion del nostro male)
Che le leggi santissima d’Amore.
Di fè mancando, offese. (p. 130)

39 Ivi, p. 29. Italian:
O femminil perfidia; a te si rechi
ha cagion pur d'ogni’ amorosa infamia. (p, 56)
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A great flood had swept over the land twenty years before,
another event interpreted as part of the curse of Diana. This event,
too, can be seen as a major event of the biblical schema: the
deluge and flood With which God punished the sinful (Genesis
7:11), and which came to be interpreted in Christian times as a

prefiguration of the Cleansing oE sin through baptism.
The words of the oracle relate to Old Testament prophecies

of a Messiah who will redeem mankind from the curse of sin
brought upon men by the action of Eve:

Es weichet eher nicht des Landes schwere Last/
Bis dass zwey Himliche der Liebe Band verfast/

Bis eines Schäfers Treu wird gut zu machen wissen/

Was sich ein falsches Weib zu stören hat beflissen. (Iii)…

Such interpretations were not at all uncommon in Guarini’s
time, or indeed in the time of Hofmannswaldau, as can be seen

in the Ovid-allegorizations (most of which interpret the Ovidian
Golden Age as Eden, and Ovid’s great Hood as the biblica] blood)
mentioned above in note 21, and in the interpretations of Virgil’s
fourth eclogue as a prophecy of the birth of Christ “. As C. S. Lewis
stated in his Allegory af Love, « Once the ancients are read in
this way, then to imitare the ancients means to write allegory » ".

Further events of the drama contain even more strongly drawn
parallels to biblical events. The infant Mirtillo, swept away in the
flood, is miraculously saved because his cradle has carried him like

a miniature boat, and finally becomes lodged in reeds and branches
at the river bank, where he was found and rescued. His rescuer,

knowing that the baby’s life would be in danger if it were returned
to its true parent (Mirtillo would, according to the oracle, be killed

“’ Ivi, p. 15. Italian:
Non havrà prima fin quel, che u'offende,
Che duo semi del ciel congiunga Amore,
E di donna infedel l’antico errore
L’alta pietà d’un PASTOR FIDO ammende. (p. 25)

41 On Christian interpretations of Virgil’s Fourth Edogue see H. MA'ITLINGLY,
Virgili: Fourth Eclogue, in « Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes »,
10 (1947), pp. 14—19; W. GREG (op. ciL) and R. Poemou, Tbe Daten Flute, in
«Harvard Library Bulletin », 11 (1957), part 2, pp. 147-74, both mention such
exegcticaì efforts for the edogue in their discussions of early Christian pastoral
poetry. They also indicate the pre-Christian origins of allegory in such works of
the Augustan age.

‘2 C.S. LEWIS, The Allegory of Love, Oxford 1936, p. 85.
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by his own father), gave it to a foster parent who brought it up
as his own child. Obvious are the analogies to the story of the
infant Moses, threatened by the Pharaoh’s order to kill firstaborn
sons of the Israelites, and therefore placed in a basket of reeds
in the river, where he was found by a princess and subsequently
raised as her own child. And as Moses was later to return to his
native people and lead them out of Egyptian captivity (a prefigura-
tion of Christ leading mankind out of the state of original sin) “,
so Mirtillo returns to his native Arcadia to restore it through his
fidelity to its original pristine state and redeem it from a Divine
curse.

Mirtillo’s ardent love for Amarillis, like that of Birken’s
Theagenes for Psyche, is based on the allegorica] exegesis of the
Song of Songs als the expression of the love of Christ for his
Church or for the human soul, which caused him to lay aside his
divinity, and through his own suffering redeem mankind from
sin. The petrarchisms and love metaphors from the Song of Song;
which permeated the monologues of Theagenes also appear in the
speeches of Mirtillo.

As Amarillis is prepared for sacrifice as punishment for her
alleged petfidy, Mirtillo offers to die in her Stead, thus following
the example of the first faithful shepherd, Amintas, whom he had
earlier lauded With words which usually denote the passion of
Christ: « O! Schäfer reich an Pein » ‚(I.ii) “. As Mirtillo is then
prepared for sacrifice, the similarities to the self-sacrifice of Christ,
who died to save mankind, multiply:

Und/ tapffrer Jüngling du/
Der im andre zu beleben/ aus dem Leben denckt zu schreiten. (V.iii)‘5

Mirtillo prays that his sacrifice might still the divine wrath:
Ach es lasse das Vethängnis sich durch meinen Todt bestfllen/
Und mein bleicher Untergang vergnüge seinen Willen. (V.iii)46

‘3 As in, for example, the letter on biblica! exegesis by Dante: Danti: Aligben‘i
Epixlolae/ The Lenci: of Dante, ed. and trans. P. Tomea, Oxford 1966, pp. 173—74.

“ CH. von HOFMANNSWALDAU, ap. Gil., p. 14. Italian: «0 misero Pastor,
ma fortunato » (p. 23).

‘5 Ivi, p. 169. Italian:
Giovane valoroso,
Che per dar vita altrui, vita abbandoni. ( p. 380)

“ Ivi, p. 1-70. Italian:
Paghisi il mio destin de la mia morte;
Sfoghisi col mio strazio. (p. 381).
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The priest likewise prays that Mirtillo’s pure blood might act
as « Versöhnungs Trank » (Viv) ".

But “Montano finds himself unable to complete the sacrifice:

Wie/ wil die Wehmuth mir das Hertz itzund bezwingen?

Wie? emscbläfft mit Muth und Geist?
Ich weiss nicht/ was vor Furcht mich stille halten heist]

Dass ich das Beil nicht weiss zu schwingen. (V.iv)“

His hand gnipping the knife is halted in mid-air, unable to
strike the blow; is that not the story of Abraham who is ordered
by God to sacrifice his first-bom, Isaac, but who is prevented at

the last minute from doing so by Divine Grace? Mantegna’s
painting of the biblical event could as well portray the knife of
Montano stopped above the neck of his (yet unknown) son, Mirtillo.
This Old Testament story, too, has been interpreted as a prefigura-
tion of New Testament events. The readiness of the father to
Sacrifice his son foreshadowed God’s willingness to sacrifica his
only begotten son for the sake of mankind. The potential tragedy
of the situation, here es in the case of Abraham and Isaac, is

eliminated by Divine Grace; the willingness alone is acceptable
here as a redemption—bringing deed, and tragic consequences need
not follow. The Lohenstein poem cited previously continues with
allusions to the prefiguration of Christ’s sacrifice in the Abraham/
Isaac story:

Ihr Seelen/ kommt/ klimmt zu dem Isaac her/

Schaut/ wie er selbst das Holm des Kreuaes träget!

Wird zuser uns des Vaters er gewar:

Wie er das Messer wetzt/ die Glutt nimmt in die Hand.

Welch Engel kan die Liebe Gottes fassen?

Dass Gott sein Kind für uns hat opffem lasscn/

Auf seinen Sohn das Messer schleift “’.

‘7 Ivi, p. 172. Italian ('mexxct): «Bevi questo [sangue] innocente» (p. 389).
“ Ivi, p. 173. Italian:

Deh come di pietà pur’hora il petto
Imenerixmi sento:
Che’n solito stupor mi leg; i sensi.
Par due non osi il cor, nè ]a man possa
Levar questa dipeune. (p. 389)

“’ C. VON MHBNSTEDI, Geifllicbe Gedanken, cit., pp. 73-4.
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The results of such seIf—sacrifice, of such willingness to
sacrifice a son, are the same in both cases. Arcadia is redeemed:

Schau] sdmu/ den grossen Tag/

Den man unter Blut und Thränen furchtsum zu vermuthen pflag.

Und uns nunmehr den grossen ]ammer stillt. (V.vi)5°

It is Mirtillo’s willingness to be sacrificed in place of his beloved
Which has redeemed Arcadia from the curse of perfidious woman:

Dieses ist des Schäfets Treu] welche Wütd- und Wunders—voll/

Nunmehr der Lucrinen Schuld gamz und gar verlmhen soll. (V.vi)51

The signs of Heaven’s anger (similar to those during the crucifixion,
Matthew 27:45 and 27:51), ìntensified during the prelude to
Mirtillo’s sacrifice, have disappeared; Arcadia has achieved a higher
Splendor than before, experiencing true life today for the first
time. The event makes it possible for men to have life after
death: « Ich werde heute neu gebohren » (V.vi) ”. It is a miracle
(<< Wundetthat »).

The miracle extends even to the sinners, for the treacherous

Cotisca becomes :; Maria Magdalena, kneeling before the blessed
pair to crave mercy and forgiveness. When she first bears of the
momentous event, her conversion is made manifest in two simple
clauses: she thinks she must have lost her wits, « Oder ja zu

mehren Witz auf das neue sey gebohren » (V.v'1ii) “. She laments

the vanity of her previous existence: « Ich kan nun mehr den
Gteul von meinen {Sünden schauen » =(V.ix) “. She begs for
« Gnade », and receives it; the redemption of Arcadia from sin is
complete. Hofmannswaldau’s last lines of the final chorus stress

5° CH. VON HOFMANNSWALDAU, op. riL, p. 188. Italien:
Ecco il giorno felice
Con tanto nosno sangue,
E tante nostre lagrime aspettato.
Ecco il beato fin dè nostri affanni. (p. 433)

51 Ivi, p. 190. Italian:
Questa è l’alta pietà del Pastor fido,
Degna di cancellar l’antico errore
De’infedele, e misera Lucrina. (p. 434)

52 Ivi, p. 190. Italian: «Oggi è viver commincio; beggi rinasco» (p. 4-35),
53 Ivi, p. 201. Italian: « [...] ò tutto acquisti il senno» (p. 465).
54 Ivi, p. 203. Italian:

L’horror del mio peccato,
Che di felicità sembianze havea. (p. 469)
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the truism that true pleasure is founded on virtue, and comes
only after suffering:

Dis/ dis/ heist wahre Lust zu seyn/

Die auf die Tugend komt nach vieler Neth und Pain. (p. 205) 55.

Hofmannswaldau’s use of the term « Lust» which in the sev—
enteenth century carried connotatìons both of « Wollust »(lust)
and of the highest felicitfisalvation) intensifies the conception that
the redeemed Arcadia has become paradise.

Another biblica] schema common in allegorical literature
likewise finds expression in the Pastor fido: that of the replacement
of the Old Testament by the New. This schema may express
itself in the conversion of a character from Old Testament values
to those of the New Testament, or it may demonstrate the fulfill—
ment and overthrow of the Law (the Ten Commandments and

associated laws strictly governing the Jews) by the advent of the
Grace of Christ, ns Will be shown to be the case in the Pastor fido.
]esus’ own words in the ‘Sermon of the Mount’ are the basis of
such a conception: « Think not that I have come to aholish the
law and the prophets; I have come not to aholish them but to
fulfill them » (Matthew 5:17). He proceeds to explain the way in
which »his gospel will alter and fulfill various laws and prescriptions
of the Old Testament.

The apostles associated the old law with the Jewish custom
of sacrifice to God in the temple: « Indeed, under the law almost

everything is purified With blood, and without the shedding of
blood there is no forgiveness of sins » (Hebrew; 9:22). But this

method of appeasing God’s wrath is inadequate, for it, like Diana‘s
Curse on Arcadia, demands continua] sacrifices without redeeming
sins totally: « For since the law has but a shadow of the good
things to come instead of the true form of these realities, it can
never, by the same sacrifices Which are continually offered year
after year, make perfect those Who draw near >> (Hebrew: 10:1).

But there is one sacrifice which was acceptable forever: the sacri—fice

55 Ivi, p. 207. Italian:

Quello è vero gioire,
Che nasce da virtù dopo il soffrire. (p. 483)
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of Christ himself (10:12 ff.). And because of this supreme blood

sacrifice, all others are rendered unnecessary for all time.
Because of Lucrina’s perfidy, the angry Diana installs a severe

law, « das Gesetz », which provides that every year the Arcadians
must sacrifice a pure young girl to her: « Durch dieses reine Blut
viel Schulden abzuwischen » (hi) “. Amarillis contrasts the original

state before the law with the severe life under the law:

Es hat sonst kein Gebot im Lieben] als das Lieben;

Hergegen stellt bey uns sich sehärffre Satzung ein. (IlLiv)57

« Das Gesetz » plays an important part in all the conversations in
Which Corisca or Mirtillo try to urge Amarillis to love in Acts III
and IV, and by all the Arcadians When they are faced With the
prospect of fulfilling its terms against the condemned Amarillis
in Act V.

The blood of countless virgins has not stilled Diana’s anger,
but the willingness of the faithful shepherd, Mirtillo, tedeems
Arcadians completely, << gantz und gar », from the guilt of Lucrina
(V.vi) ”. Mirtillo, in fulfilling all the demands of the oracle, has
negated the rule of the Law, and initiated the rule of Grace, under

which the unity of nature and virtue Will once again be possible.
The concept of fulfilling earlier events is used in the play to
describe the expectation of a rapid realization of the promises of
the oracle: « Was die Vorzeit nun beschlossen/ wird die Affterzeit
vollbringen » (Liv) 59.

Certainly Birken’s Psyche and Masen’s Andro/ilo are more
obviously allegorical in nature than Guarini’s Il Parlar fido. But
their success and even popularity are limited by their unsubtle
solution to the problem of how to cloak allegorical content in

5° Ivi, p. 15. Italian:
. e cosi d’una il sangue

L’ira spegnesse apparecchiata in molti. (p. 24)
57 Ivi, p. 86. Italian:

0 fortunate voi fere selvagge,
A cui l’alma mmm
Non die legge in amar, se non d’amore:
Legge humans inhumana,
Che da' per pena de l’amar la morte. (p. 173)

58 Ivi, p… 190. No equivalent in the Italian, p. 433.
59 Ivi, p. 22. Italien: «A suo tempo maturi anco î presagi» (p. 40)
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pastoral gatb for the sophisticated audience of sevemeenth—century
Germany. The German Pastor fido, on the other hand, could be

seen as fulfilling W. W. Greg’s prescription for the truly successful
allegoryzß success in allegory depends, not on the chaotic inter-
minghng of the attri‘sutes of the type and the thing typified, but
on so representing the one as to suggest and illuminate the other >>
(p. 22). The plot of the Pastor fido never enters into a simplistic
one—to-one relationship With the typologies it utilizes for purposes
of its allegorical content; rather, the subtle analogies tantalize the

mind of the reader with suggestions which, after the end of the
« emblematisches Zeitalter », have always been rejected until this
reevaluation. Such an interpretation does not degrade a fine literary
work, but rather adds another dimension Which in no way detracts
from aesthetic qualities or from its universal themes.

 


